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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a visual documentation of my story. In it, I discuss the urgency which
drives the creation of my work. Unable to speak the same language, my grandmother and I used
food and paint as means of communication, thus instilling my love of food, my desire to paint,
and my need to investigate my Cuban culture. As a former professional pastry chef, my
understanding of the physicality of food informs how it is portrayed on a two-dimensional
surface for visual indulgence. I explore loss, objectification, transculturation, and the pandemic
through images of food, while experimenting with the properties of paint.
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This thesis is dedicated to my Abuelita Mami who knew my destiny before I did and slowly,
lovingly nudged me towards that direction. A Cuban immigrant who came to the United States
with three young children on her own during the Cuban Revolution, my abuelita has been the
pillar of strength that kept her family together and her culture alive. She passed while I was
pursuing this degree on August 15, 2019.
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INTRODUCTION
“…food is everything we are. It’s an extension of nationalist
feeling, ethnic feeling, your personal history, your province, your
region, your tribe, your grandma. It’s inseparable from those from
the get-go,”
—Anthony Bourdain1
My abuelita2, a resilient Cuban immigrant, is who I have to thank for my love of food,
my desire to paint, and my need to discover my culture. She placed a brush in my hand and told
me to paint the flowers. She placed a spatula in my hand and sat me on a stool to flip pancakes.
She taught me the importance of fresh ingredients as I watched her make fish croquetas3 from
the fresh catch my abuelito4 brought home. When it came my turn to choose a career path, it only
made sense that I would become some kind of chef, and as it happened, I became a pastry chef.
The beauty of life is that the future is unknown and sometimes things do not work out as
planned. With several injuries to my arms that worsened over time, I found myself at a
crossroads. Do I continue working in my cherished profession through the injuries I acquired
despite discovering I need corrective surgery that may not fully fix the issue? Or do I leave my
life as a chef to rehabilitate my arms and find a new career in the arts? Over time, it became
obvious which route I had to choose.
The subject matter of my paintings deals mostly with my personal history and cultural
background which are tied together with my love of food and painting. Being a former pastry
chef, I filled the void by creating paintings of luscious sweets. But as my work progressed, I

1

Kathryn Schulz, “Eat Your Words: Anthony Bourdain On Being Wrong,” Slate, May 31, 2010.
Abuelita is Spanish for grandmother, similar to “granny” or “grandma.”
3 Croquetas are Spanish croquettes which are bechamel fritters made with meat such as ham, chicken, or fish.
4 Abuelito is Spanish for grandfather, similar to “grandpa.”
2
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found other interests beyond the subject matter, such as learning to truly see and render the many
subtleties of color and light, exploring paint quality, examining the perceptual differences
between large versus small imagery, acquiring an understanding of the importance of specific
mark making, and so much more involving my active process of painting.

2

CHRONOLOGY OF WORK & PROCESSES
PART 1: Ice Cream, You Scream
Prior to beginning my graduate studies, I painted images of food on large canvases with
acrylic paint for the sake of exploring paint application and testing my abilities to visually
convey a variety of textures (Figure 1 & 2). My obsession with textures from my pastry career
were flooding forward as I obsessed with my need to perfectly recreate physical textures in a
purely visual manner with paint. By magnifying images of food, texture was underscored. So, I
began my MFA degree by continuing my interest in painting large images of food.

Figure 1: (left) Annette Tojar, Croissant, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 36” x 36”
Figure 2: (right) Annette Tojar, Caramel Apple, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 36” x 36”

My technique as a painter has become more painterly with looser brushstrokes since I
began painting. Initially I was attempting to hide any evidence of the hand by blending marks

3

together to create the illusion of a three-dimensional object similar to trompe l’oeil paintings.
Eventually I left the marks to see what I could get away with while subconsciously recalling
historical references who embraced the marks. Artists such as Spanish painter Diego Velázquez
(1599-1660) and American painter John Singer Sargent (1856-1925) who both provide the
illusion of a fully rendered image from afar but up-close evidence of the hand is revealed.
In Las Meninas (Figure 3) by Velázquez, he provides the illusion of a fully rendered
image when looking at the painting as a whole; however, upon closer inspection, it reveals that
not everything is fully rendered. Specifically look at the hand in his self-portrait and see how the
fingers are just marks that appear to be fingers from afar (Figure 4). Now look at the sleeve on
the opposite arm, all brush strokes are still visible.

Figure 3: (left) Diego Velázquez, Las Meninas, 1656, oil on canvas, 125.2” x 108.7”
https://library.artstor.org/asset/LESSING_ART_1039490334
Figure 4: (right) Diego Velázquez, Detail of Las Meninas, 1656, oil on canvas, 125.2” x 108.7”
https://library.artstor.org/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822000830925
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John Singer Sargent makes similar marks. When I had visited The Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York in 2019, I was not only impressed by their larger-than-life scale but also the
painterly quality in his work. In Madame X (Madame Pierre Gautreau), she appears to be fully
rendered from afar but up close all the brushstrokes are clearly visible. A single mark of white on
the ring finger to indicate a ring without a band in gold or silver. Another painting of Sargent’s I
find interesting is The Wyndham Sisters: Lady Elcho, Mrs. Adeane, and Mrs. Tennant (Figure 5).
Their dresses appear to be made of intricate lace but when approached they are only simple
shapes (Figure 6). These are techniques I continue to work towards in my own paintings but am
not always consciously aware that historical works, such as the ones mentioned, are influencing
my work while actively creating or planning.

Figure 5: (left) John Singer Sargent, The Wyndham Sisters: Lady Elcho, Mrs. Adeane, and Mrs. Tennant, 1899, oil
on canvas, 115” x 84.125”
https://library.artstor.org/asset/MMA_IAP_10311576300
Figure 6: (right) John Singer Sargent, Detail of The Wyndham Sisters: Lady Elcho, Mrs. Adeane, and Mrs. Tennant,
1899, oil on canvas, 115” x 84.125”
Photo taken by author at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, NY in 2019
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I paint instinctually and use my own photographic imagery as reference materials. I often
find myself photographing food in the moment as it is presented or in the process of
consumption. It tends to take my conscious mind some time to catch up to my subconscious
intuition when choosing reference images for a painting and the true meaning or significance of
my resulting imagery may not be clear to me until well after its completion. According to Valerie
van Mulukom, Research Associate in Psychology, “Intuitions occur when your brain has made a
significant match or mismatch (between the cognitive model and current experience), but this has
not yet reached your conscious awareness”. 5 She goes on to use an example of how we use
intuition in driving. We may feel the need to drive more towards the left only to later realize this
decision caused you to miss a pothole. There is a chance that there was a car further along the
road that swerved and your subconscious was able to pick up on it without alerting your
conscious awareness. 6 I believe this works with artwork as well. Many of the artworks I have
seen or studied during my lifetime, such as Velázquez and Sargent, have become obscure
memories stored in my subconscious; their influence surfacing in my work only to be recognized
after the painting has been completed.
However, on a very conscious level, Will Cotton (b. 1965) and Wayne Thiebaud (b.
1920) have been influencing my work since before my graduate studies. I was first drawn to both
painters for their paintings of confections. Cotton and Thiebaud could not be more different in
their intentions and approaches to painting but given my obsessions with food and my agreement
with Bourdain that “food is everything we are” 7, I was clearly drawn to their subject matter.

5

Valerie van Mulukom, “The Science Behind Going With Your Instincts,” World Economic Forum, May 22, 2018.
van Mulukom, “The Science Behind Going With Your Instincts”
7 Schulz, “Eat Your Words: Anthony Bourdain On Being Wrong”
6
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Upon further examination, I found Cotton’s work mesmerizing for its ability to appear
photoreal while still preserving the strong expressive evidence of the painter's hand. Cotton’s
loose paint strokes were brought to my attention when he gave a talk at the UCF Art Gallery in
2017 and showed his in-progress paintings as well as close-up details of his work. Prior to his
talk, I had only observed his completed works. Because I was obsessed with replicating textures,
I was enthralled by Cotton’s flawless portrayal of all the distinctive textures in Landfill (Figure
7)—from the dense brownies to the crispy puff pastry and from the sticky apricot glaze on the
berry tart to the thick chocolate fudge moat that surrounded it all. I also appreciated that he
created his own still-life arrangements and actually worked with the sweets he tenderly painted;
properly experiencing and examining the food’s properties before recreating them on the flat
surface of his paintings.

Figure 7: Will Cotton, Landfill, 2012, oil on linen, 54” x 82”
https://library.artstor.org/asset/AWSS35953_35953_35429305
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Thiebaud’s sweets were fascinating to me in other ways. Upon listening to an interview
with Thiebaud on Modern Art Notes Podcast, I learned that he often painted foods from
memory8. Creating shapes and dropping in colors with only his memories and imagination for
reference. It appears that he makes quick decisions intuitively while painting with thick, lush
paint. Thiebaud’s Two Flavors is a painting of two scoops of ice cream on a waffle cone that I
have referenced countless times. His use of non-local color is almost unnoticeable because it
works flawlessly. The blue shadow that is being cast by the bottom chocolate scoop onto the
cone and cone holder should not make sense yet it reads as a shadow regardless of the vibrancy
of the color—similar to Thiebaud’s Neapolitan Pie (Figures 8 & 9). It appears to be quick and
effortless, which I admire greatly. What is interesting is to compare these influential pieces by
Cotton and Thiebaud in terms of size. Cotton’s Landfill is large enough to feel as though we are
walking amongst the sweets while Thiebaud’s Two Flavors and Neapolitan Pie are closer to lifesize and more intimate.

8

Tyler Green, “No. 324: Wayne Thiebaud, Minor White,” The Modern Art Notes Podcast, January 18, 2018
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Figure 8: Wayne Thiebaud, Neapolitan Pie, 1963, oil paint on canvas, approximately 16.5” x 21.5”
Photo taken by author at Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach, FL in 2021

Figure 9: Wayne Thiebaud, Detail of Neapolitan Pie, 1963, oil paint on canvas, approximately 16.5” x 21.5”
Photo taken by author at Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach, FL in 2021
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During the first semester of my graduate studies, I was challenged to consider the
symbolic meaning behind a 60” x 40” ice cream sundae I had painted on a traditionally stretched
canvas (Figure 10). By creating a human-size and extravagant sundae front and center, presented
formally on a small ceramic plate that suggested a pedestal, the work implies that the sundae is
an object to be idolized; as though it could be a stand-in for someone. I found myself thinking of
Laura Mulvey’s theory of the male gaze in cinema. More specifically, in Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema, Mulvey discusses the pleasure of looking, known as scopophilia, and
fascination with the human form: “[Sigmund Freud] associated scopophilia with taking people as
objects, subjecting them to a controlling and curious gaze”. 9 I considered the possibilities that the
sundae could be a stand-in for someone, perhaps a young female, being gazed upon as an object
targeted by a stalker, which I have experienced in my personal life. I began to understand that a
simple image painted in a specific way at a grand scale could suggest the horrors of the tunnel
vision, the lust, the unwanted obsession and unwanted attention for something that a stalker may
or may not be able to possess.

9

Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Film Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings, p.
835
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Figure 10: (left) Annette Tojar, My Size Sundae, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 60” x 40”
Figure 11: (right) Annette Tojar, My Size Ice Cream, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 60” x 40”

After completing the sundae, suggesting it was a prize, I remembered the feeling of being
that close to evil or, at least, ill-willed intentions. I realized that my inner feelings of being the
targeted, now terrorized person may have intuitively informed this strange image of a sweating
dripping ice cream cone (Figure 11). The constant fear, the isolation, yet the willingness and
necessity to stand firm and strong for survival paralleled the upright, front and centered solitary
image I created on canvas; a huge, larger than life sized “licked” ice cream cone that is bound by
a single metal harness was in retrospect, even more potent as a visual metaphor for human
objectification.

11

PART 2: Twenty-Five
Challenged to create twenty-five iterations of similar subjects on a new surface in two
weeks, I found myself making the switch from large canvas to small wood panels. I began
thinking about how Thiebaud would paint shadows in unexpected colors with a different color
outline while also simplifying backgrounds to a single space and color, specifically referencing
Thiebaud’s Four Cupcakes. Only allowing myself thirty to forty-five minutes per piece, I
eventually cut out the background entirely and painted singular objects I found in my studio.
Then, I discovered an interest in white plasticware.
Painting a white plastic fork without using white and using non-local color as Thiebaud
so often did, I experimented with the shadows of objects to see what I could get away with.
Then, I switched from a plastic to a metal fork (Figure 12 & 13) and back to plastic for a spoon
and then metal again. I was intrigued by the reflective properties of both the shiny plasticware
and the metallic silverware.

Figure 12: (left) Annette Tojar, Fork (plastic), 2019, acrylic on panel, 8” x 10”
Figure 13: (right) Annette Tojar, Fork (metal), 2019, acrylic on panel, 8” x 10”
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Working this way, quickly and efficiently, reminded me of working in the pastry kitchen
in a convention hotel. Racing the clock and switching from one task to the next without much
thought; just pumping out trays of different desserts and sending them off to their respective
banquets. Not allowing much time to think other than internal reminders, “BO#10 24308, 24434,
and 24433 are due at noon,” “BO# 24428 is due at 12:45—no wait, 12:30,” and so on. At the end
of the day, I felt accomplished, much as I did when I completed the twenty-five rendered
paintings in the allotted two weeks.

10 BO# stands for Banquet Order Number
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PART 3: Reflection & Shadows
After completing the twenty-five iterations of similar subjects, I found myself gravitating
towards the reflective silverware and the harsh shadows they created. Continuing to paint with
acrylic on wood panels and making them slightly larger than the previous ones, I created four
paintings of at least two pieces of silverware interacting with each other, using harsh light to
create sharp shadows. Upon the fourth and final one, I caught the reflection of the knife handle in
the back of the spoon and found something unexpected, the distorted reflection of the room
(Figure 14).

Figure 14: Annette Tojar, ForkKnifeSpoon, 2019, acrylic on panel, 12” x 8”
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PART 4: Distorted Reflections
Inspecting the silverware further, I became fascinated by the way the metal distorted the
reflected image and, at times, inverted the image. Influenced by Janet Fish (b. 1938) and Audrey
Flack’s (b. 1931) paintings that incorporated reflective surfaces whether they be plastic, glass, or
metal (Figure 15 & 16), I set out to capture something that may not be perceived immediately:
something hidden at first viewing—something that would involve a longer commitment to seeing
what was painted in the image.

Figure 15: (left) Janet Fish, Box of Four Red Apples, 1996, oil on canvas, 30” x 34”
https://library.artstor.org/asset/LARRY_QUALLS_10311781792
Figure 16: (right) Audrey Flack, Banana Split Sundae, 1980, color screenprint and inkless intaglio over offset
lithograph on paper, 18.125” x 24.125”
https://americanart.si.edu/artwork/banana-split-sundae-8399

I began by including the shadows as before but quickly omitted them in order to have the
focus on the distorted reflections. I allowed myself to keep my corrections visible because
perfection as a painter is unattainable without the exploration and corrections of possible
mistakes or distortions. It has also become important for me to continue preserving evidence of

15

my hand in my work. Challenging myself to find new distorted reflections of myself within the
same three silverware—salad fork, teaspoon, and dinner knife—I pushed myself to find ten
separate distorted reflections within each small still life (Figure 17). The paint quality became
more chalk-like as I incorporated the dry brush application of paint and allowed for quick strokes
of color to remain unblended. However, when I later translated my reflection to a larger piece, it
felt forced and not as fitting or intimate as it had on a smaller scale. Finding these distortions in
my reflection led me to discover other distortions within myself.

Figure 17: Annette Tojar, Silverware Self-Portrait Series, 2019, acrylic on panel, various sizes
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PART 5: A Piece of Meat
Looking for other ways to incorporate silverware, and to consider the idea of visual
metaphor in my work, I found myself wanting to depict the common sensation of “feeling like a
piece of meat.” I returned to the male gaze and objectification in cinema where Mulvey states:
“In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between active/male
and passive/female. [...] Woman displayed as sexual object is leit-motif of erotic spectacle: from
pin-ups to strip-tease […] she holds the look, plays to and signifies male desire”. 11 Although
Mulvey wrote this in 1973 during the second wave of feminism, films have since shifted to be
more inclusive and yet I find her words to still be relevant. Mulvey goes on to point out that a
woman is not only the erotic object for the character in the film but also for the audience
watching the film. Historically, a woman’s existence in film often had no development towards
the storyline and was otherwise worthless besides being the object of desire. Also, before
feminism, most women artists did not have the same representation as men. 12 Women artists
often painted self-reflections in order to deter a man from claiming their work such as in
Artemisia Gentileschi’s Self-Portrait as the Allegory of Painting.13 It is important to understand
that I am an artist who happens to be a woman making work from my perspective who believes
in equal human rights, including women’s but not limited to.
As I thought about Mulvey’s words and women artists before me, I chose to depict the
phrase quite literally with a raw ribeye impaled by a fork keeping the self-reflection, this time

11

Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” p. 837
"Feminist Art Movement Overview," The Art Story, February 1, 2017.
13 For more information on women artists see Whitney Chadwick’s Women, Art, and Society as well as Marsha
Meskimmon’s The Art of Reflection: Women Artists’ Self-Portraiture in the Twentieth Century
12
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with purple hair (Figure 18). The reflection of myself was intended to be a symbolic reminder of
the objectification of females. Upon completing A Piece of Meat, I realized that the ribeye also
falls into a phallic-like shape, claiming the active male gaze. Eventually the distorted image of
myself in the fork seemed too obviously symbolic. Enamored by the colors and textures in the
ribeye, I removed the self-reflection to give proper attention to the array of colors in the raw
meats, which had given way to a new insight: I had found beauty in the grotesque.

Figure 18: Annette Tojar, A Piece of Meat, 2019, acrylic on panel, 12” x 10”

Rushing to the grocery store to inspect other raw meats, I was caught gawking at the
chicken wings by the butcher. He looked at me oddly as I excitedly pointed out the colors in the
wings, likely dubbing me crazy. Chicken wings, as I discovered in that moment, have the most

18

magnificent colors that resemble a rainbow and appear to be unreal. It was like I was looking at
chicken wings for the first time. But how can the most disgusting raw meat to handle, with its
slippery translucent skin, be the most beautiful? I believe the key would be the skin. Chicken
skin, especially the thicker parts that once held the feathers, has a warm coolness that is, in my
opinion, repulsive yet beautiful (Figure 19). That color then paired with the inside of the wing
that has a more transparent skin, allows the vibrant blues, violets, and magentas of the meat to
show through (Figure 20).

Figure 19: (left) Annette Tojar, Chicken Wing III, 2019, acrylic on panel, 9.8” x 8”
Figure 20: (right) Annette Tojar, Chicken Wing I, 2019, acrylic on panel, 12” x 6”

After painting several chicken wings, I went back to look for different meats. Painting
pork ribs with harsh shadows and replacing white highlights with light phthalo green (Figure 21),
as well as oxtail with its phthalo blue and violets twisted in the alizarin crimson, I continued with
19

white backgrounds, which reminded me of sanitation and avoiding cross contamination in the
kitchen. The white could even be considered clinical, which allowed for the undeniable attention
that each small painting required. There is an intimacy in the solidarity of a single piece of meat
on a white background that is missed with the sensation of feeling like a piece of meat: the
acknowledgement of beauty in the meat rather than the grotesque sensation that this body of
work originated from.

Figure 21: Annette Tojar, Ribs, 2019, acrylic on panel, 10” x 10”

20

PART 6: Trial & Error
Shortly after the meat series, I began painting bowls as I attempted to process the very
recent loss of my abuelita, who was known for lovingly serving bowls of her homemade soups.
The works that I completed directly after her passing were some of the most difficult for me.
Unable to discuss her passing’s influence on my work, I began to focus on experimenting with
making my own paint. There were several failed attempts where I ventured to make paint with
edible ingredients. After multiple test batches were created using flour, water, and food coloring,
I applied them to surfaces to see how they would change over time. Within a week or two, the
paint that was exposed to air became brittle and cracked while the paint stored in a bag had
visible mold. Deciding that neither the new dried texture nor the mold made sense with my work,
I went back to acrylic temporarily.
I began by painting the same image of a dulce de leche flan14 three times on the same size
panel. The flan was significant to me because it was among the confections ordered from the last
time I brought my abuelita sweets from her favorite Cuban bakery before she passed. The first
was painted with acrylic as I had done before, the second with acrylic and molding paste to
create an impasto effect, and finally, I recreated the same image with oil paints (Figure 22). Oil
paint was the medium my abuelita used to paint her landscapes of her homeland, Cuba. The
connection I felt with oils was almost instant. The buttery texture of the oil paint also reminded
me of the buttercream I used to frost cakes as a pastry chef.

14

Dulce de leche is cooked condensed milk which has a rich caramel flavor and becomes a thick, smooth
consistency that can be piped like frosting in contrast to how condensed milk is a thicker form of a liquid. Flan is a
custard dessert. Dulce de Leche Flan, in this sense, is a custard with the caramelized condensed milk piped like
frosting on top.
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Figure 22: Annette Tojar, Dulce de Leche Flan III, 2019, oil on panel, 10” x 10”

Continuing to work small while focusing on the new limitations of oil paint, I began to
deconstruct or abstract my images by allowing a disturbance—what can be referred to as
“absence with evidence.” To me this means that I am depicting evidence of a change or
disturbance without actually showing the act, allowing viewers to fill in the blanks and create
their own narrative.
In Banana Pudding (Figure 23), the dessert had been altered from its perfect, presentable
state by the removal of multiple scoops in the middle of the dish, making it violated and no
longer appealing. I thought, “Who takes scoops out of the center of a dessert, completely
destroying its beauty and making it less appealing for the next person?” and so, I set out to depict
that violation.
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Figure 23: (left) Annette Tojar, Banana Pudding, 2019, oil on panel, 12” x 9.75”
Figure 24: (right) Annette Tojar, Whiskey Gone, 2019, oil on panel, 12” x 9”

In Whiskey Gone (Figure 24), there is no whiskey at all and only the ice and garnish
remain to abstract the view through the ice and glass. It felt like it was the evidence of a good
time to be continued or of a bad time that needed to be temporarily forgotten. In these paintings,
I had returned to cropping while keeping the paintings small so as to create a more intimate, but
also a more confusing, moment and space. I embraced these intimate moments of confusion and
distress as I worked through the loss of my abuelita.
I reflected on the visual confusion and chaos created by the violation of form in the
absent hunk of banana pudding or the evidence of prior whiskey in the empty glass as a new kind
of metaphor for loss and displacement. The loss of my abuelita sent me hurtling into emotional
states that were although not surprising, more confusing and chaotic than I expected, as I
anticipated her eventual passing many times throughout our lives together. The visual
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disconnection of beauty with discord that is apparent in these two paintings in particular are to
me, very potent images that mirror the confusion I experienced with the anticipated but still
unknowable passing of my abuelita.

Figure 25: Annette Tojar, Candy Bowl, 2019, oil on panel, 9.75” x 12”

One of the last paintings I completed at this time returned to a nostalgic subject based on
my childhood memories at my abuelita’s home: her Candy Bowl (Figure 25), containing
reflectively wrapped candy, fractured by glass and light. It is unlike the others but similar and its
visual outcome provided another metaphor. In this case, the candy’s shape within the refracted
light of the glass bowl is indiscernible and mysterious but it is not chaotic – it is contained and
unknowable, and it is remarkably calm.
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PART 7: Family History & Culture
Having allowed myself some time to process the death of my abuelita, my work shifted
towards transculturation and reflecting upon my place in the midst of being American born and
of Cuban descent. I researched Cuban history as well as Cuban American artists like Ana
Mendieta (b. 1948–d. 1985)15 who experienced similar feelings of displacement as my family did
when they arrived in the United States. Mendieta was known for her Silueta Series in which she
worked with the earth and her body in performances and ephemeral earthworks to find a
connection between herself and physical place. 16 Having never been to Cuba, I used the food to
find a connection between my ethnic culture and myself. But could the death of my last direct
connection to Cuba—the last one who remembered Cuba before the revolution and the region’s
traditions—be the death of the Cuban culture for my family?
Focusing on collage, I began pondering that question as I created two collage pieces that
represented my maternal family’s arrival to the United States during the Cuban Revolution in the
early 1960s.17 They were provided with five food rations upon arrival to their new home: a bag
of flour, a can of peanut butter, a block of yellow American cheese, a bag of powdered milk, and
a can of mystery meat—of which only flour was familiar to my abuelita. Using images of one of
the five food rations for each collage, I worked to create two related collage pieces that also
included symbolic elements of fabrics and pattern paper.

15

For more information on Cuban and Cuban American Artists see Luis Camnitzer’s New Art of Cuba
Miss Rosen. "Ana Mendieta Fought For Women's Rights And Paid With Blood". Vice.Com, 2018
17 “Cuban Revolution”. Britannica, 2020
16
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Figure 26: (left) Annette Tojar, Immigrant I (Mamá Rosita), 2020, collage & oil on canvas, 21.5” x 17.5”
Figure 27: (right) Annette Tojar, Detail of Immigrant I (Mamá Rosita), 2020, collage & oil on canvas, 21.5” x 17.5”

Immigrant I (Mamá Rosita) (Figure 26), the first of the two collage pieces, represents the
breadwinner or provider of the immigrant family, my abuelita in this case. A teacher by trade in
Cuba, my abuelita found herself only able to use her sewing hobby as a means to make money in
a place where she did not speak the language. Incorporating pattern paper and fabric was a nod to
this. My abuelita’s name was Rosa, “Rose” in English, so I incorporated the roses from a
decorative fabric she had in her home, embroidering the highlights on the pink roses which we
used at her funeral. My mother, one of three children who came from Cuba with my abuelita,
recalled her making a braided bread with the flour which she likely learned from their Jewish
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neighbor who often fed the children while my abuelita was at work. I painted the challah18 with
oils on a piece of canvas and sewed it together with all the other elements—just as she had sewn
to make a living. American currency is strategically hidden in the collage to pay homage to how
my grandmother had hidden a couple hundred dollars in the lining of her purse in order to have a
head start when she arrived in the United States (Figure 27). She was risking her life and the
safety of her children by doing so but luckily, she passed through inspection without detection.

Figure 28: (left) Annette Tojar, Immigrant II (Niños), 2020, collage & oil on canvas, 21.5” x 17.5”
Figure 29: (right) Annette Tojar, Detail of Immigrant II (Niños), 2020, collage & oil on canvas, 21.5” x 17.5”

Immigrant II (Niños) (Figure 28) represents the children who were subjected to the
Cuban Revolution, which included both of my parents and their siblings. The ration depicted

18

Challah is defined as “an egg-rich yeast-leavened bread that is usually braided or twisted before baking and is
traditionally eaten by Jews on the Sabbath and holidays.”
“Challah.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster
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here is peanut butter, referencing the Peter Pan brand with the silhouette of the flying figure.
Occurring from 1960 to 1962, Operación Pedro Pan (Operation Peter Pan) was a mass exodus of
over 14,000 unaccompanied Cuban children and infants to the United States, two of which were
my grandmother’s nieces.19 Upon coming to Miami, Cuban immigrants were brought to the
Freedom Tower—“the ‘Ellis Island of the South’”20—for registration, the map of which can be
seen on the desk (Figure 29). My family had arrived in July of 1962, only months before the
Cuban Missile Crisis in October. 21 The children’s collage piece incorporates a desk, chair, and
school bag with the can of peanut butter underneath as they were told to duck and cover in case
they were under missile attack. The arrows in yellow replicates the arrow pattern that appeared in
the newspaper claiming the distance of several major cities in the United States from the USSR’s
secret missile bases in Cuba. 22

19

Cristal Mesa. “20 Photos That Document The History, Vibrant Past, And Uncertain Future Of Cuba”. We Are
Mitú Music, Movies, Sports & Business. 100% American & Latino., 2019
20
“Freedom Tower Miami, Florida”. NPS.Gov
21
Amy Pereira. “Remembering The Cuban Missile Crisis: Fifty Years From The Brink Of Armageddon”.
TIME.Com, 2012
22 Pereira, “Remembering The Cuban Missile Crisis: Fifty Years From The Brink Of Armageddon”
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Figure 30: Annette Tojar, Florida Noche Buena, 2020, oil & acrylic on canvas, 30” x 72”

While in the midst of finalizing the collage pieces, I found myself as an Artist-inResidence at Atlantic Center for the Arts in New Smyrna Beach for Residency #176 with master
artist Will Cotton, one of my biggest influences. During this time, I focused on painting Florida
Noche Buena (Figure 30) which is the first cultural piece that stems from my experience rather
than the stories of my family. In preparation for the arrangement of food items and other objects,
I drew influence from master Dutch Still-Life painters such as Clara Peeters (b. 1594–d.
unknown)23 (Figure 31) as well as contemporary American artist Audrey Flack (b. 1931) (Figure
32). I chose foods that were common at our Noche Buena feast—Christmas Eve dinner—when
the extended family gets together to celebrate the holiday. Through the years, I had observed that
new dishes were introduced as non-Cubans were married into the family. Florida Noche Buena
displays a mixture of traditional American and Cuban dishes mostly in disposable aluminum

23

For more information on Dutch Still-Life Painters see Mariët Westermann’s A Worldly Art: The Dutch Republic
1585-1718
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containers to bring light onto the contemporary setting. I used key vanitas items such as a
painting of Cuba, an old photograph, and a snuffed candle, all of which referenced the death of
my abuelita, our last direct connection to Cuba.

Figure 31: (left) Clara Peeters, Still Life with a Pie, 1611, oil on wood, 19.7” x 13.4”
https://library.artstor.org/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039929917
Figure 32: (right) Audrey Flack, World War II (Vanitas), 1976-77, oil over acrylic on canvas, 96” x 96”
https://www.wikiart.org/en/audrey-flack/world-war-ii-vanitas-1977

Transculturation is a term conceived by Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz that stands
for the merging and converging of multiple cultures. 24 My family had made it seem normal to
apply transculturation by merging Cuban and American traditions together, which I later realized
was not considered the norm among other American families I encountered. I have always felt
oddly connected and yet disconnected to my cultural background since I know the food but do
not speak the native tongue.
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Jossianna Arroyo. “Transculturation, Syncretism, and Hybridity.” In: Martínez-San Miguel Y., Sifuentes-Jáuregui
B., Belausteguigoitia M. (eds) Critical Terms in Caribbean and Latin American Thought. 2016.
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PART 8: Pandemic
Upon leaving the Artist-in-Residence program at Atlantic Center for the Arts (ACA) in
early March of 2020, the COVID-19 epidemic had become a global pandemic seemingly
overnight. Leaving the sanctuary of collaborative art experiences with new friends and the
intimacy of working with a master artist every day at ACA, I entered into utter panic as I tried to
track down necessities in order to hunker down for several weeks—which turned into months.
Through this experience, I found myself feeling isolated and alone; contained in my home yet
exposed to the unknown virus that was quickly spreading. This drew me back to reinvestigate the
raw meat series I had completed in the prior year.

Figure 33: Annette Tojar, Contained, 2020, oil on panel, 48” x 36”
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Contained (Figure 33) is a painting of an image of chicken parts blown up to multiple
levels of larger-than-life scale at 48” x 32”—significantly larger than my raw meat series I was
referencing earlier in this paper—the tallest of the earlier works being 12”. The purpose, in this
case, was to convey that uncomfortable feeling of being in confinement as the four chicken
segments are stacked on top of one another in a small plastic “Tupperware-like” container.
Returning to Janet Fish for influence in composing the subject, I looked at paintings such as
8 Vinegar Bottles (Figure 34) for the crop and composition, bringing the plastic container to the
very edge of the panel to further the confinement and sensation of claustrophobia. Other
influences were Lucian Freud and Jenny Saville whose large-scale painterly works are
unapologetically large and demand attention.

Figure 34: Janet Fish, 8 Vinegar Bottles, 1972–1973, oil on canvas, 53” x 72.125”
https://library.artstor.org/asset/AMICO_DALLAS_103842335.
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Having seen Freud’s work in person, I was drawn to the expressive brushstrokes and
attention to every color and texture regardless of the hierarchy of importance. According to
William Feaver, “[Freud] would talk about creating air around his figures, insisting that every
square inch was of equal importance”. 25 It is evident that Freud places as much attention to the
wooden floor under the couch and the fabric pattern as he does the figure on the couch in
Benefits Supervisor Sleeping (Figure 35); admiring his attention to every detail as each paint
stroke is placed purposefully. The large-scale images have a presence that demands attention and
confronts the viewer, drawing them closer to inspect it further.

Figure 35: Lucien Freud, Benefits Supervisor Sleeping, 1995, oil on canvas, 59.5” x 86”
Photo by author at Acquavella Galleries in New York City, NY in 2019

25

William Feaver. “‘I was Lucian Freud’s spare pair of eyes’”. The Guardian, 2019
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I have not had the pleasure of viewing Saville’s work in person but have admired her
work and their larger-than-life dimensions. I imagine standing before Torso 2 (Figure 36) at
141.7” tall, which is over eleven feet tall—several feet taller than a standard ceiling height at
nine feet.26 Her obsession with flesh and observations of a plastic surgeon’s practice as well as
cadavers at a morgue are evident in her work, which I can relate to as a chef who has worked
with many of the subjects I have painted. Saville shows her understanding of the properties of
the flesh, whether they be alive or dead, human or animal, with her use of paint application and
color.27

Figure 36: Jenny Saville, Torso 2, 2004-05, oil on canvas, 141.7” x 115.7”
https://www.wikiart.org/en/jenny-saville/torso-ii-2005

26
27

Andréana Lefton and Bob Vila. “Solved! The Standard Ceiling Height For Homes”. Bob Vila
“Jenny Saville | Gagosian”. Gagosian, 2020
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After completing Contained, I was drawn to recreate Chicken Wing I (Figure 22) but
again on a much larger scale. While painting this massive chicken wing titled Pierced (Figure
37) at 68” tall, I was listening to Anthony Bourdain’s book Kitchen Confidential and found yet
another connection between my subject matter and the pandemic. He briefly goes over the
importance of proper care of raw chicken in order to reduce the chance of cross contamination
with other foods. This sounded oddly familiar in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. All it
takes are the little particles of spit when you breathe or talk in order to spread COVID-19, just
like it only takes a drop of juice from the raw chicken to cross contaminate into any other food
item in your kitchen to spread the foodborne illness. I was also thinking about Saville’s Torso 2
in relation to the hook that has pierced the meat or a possible puppeteer. I was thinking of how
we are globally attempting to control the chaos as we are in the midst of a pandemic. The
chicken wing being large enough to reference the size of a human as opposed to the slightly
larger than life-size of the painting it references. Observing the reality of the grotesque or
looming death and discovering hidden beauty in our isolation, giving proper time to reflect on
our appreciation of life.
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Figure 37: Annette Tojar, Pierced, 2020, oil on canvas, 68” x 31”

Reflecting back on My Size Sundae and My Size Ice Cream in comparison with
Contained and Pierced, each of these larger-than-life images of food—whether they be
appetizing or grotesque—are meant to be placeholders for a person. With their scale relating
more to a human figure than the reference foods, these pieces are meant to immerse the viewer
thus welcoming them to become the subject of the painting. Inviting them to be the prize in My
Size Sundae, feel the restriction of trauma in My Size Ice Cream, the confinement and discomfort
of Contained, as well as the uncertainty of Pierced.
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CONCLUSION
The process of creating this body of related works was not what I expected when I began
this graduate program. If you would have asked me if I imagined myself painting raw meat, I
would have laughed. I was a pastry chef—a life of creating and depicting sweets was all I was
interested in. However, as I have noted, things almost never go as planned. Unexpected hurdles
such as moving abruptly and couch surfing to avoid an escalating stalker, feeling literally like a
piece of meat, grieving the death of my abuelita, and then living through a pandemic were all
beyond my imagination. All of these unplanned roadblocks caused me to react and question the
importance of the work I was creating. My love of food, desire to paint, and need to discover my
culture can all be attributed to my abuelita. Unable to share words as we did not speak the same
language, she taught me that it is more important to experience our culture and stories through
the food she made and the paintings she created.
As I go forward, I plan to continue to seek out elements and objects that exist in the
world that I can reinterpret symbolically. I will always be interested in historical vanitas and will
continue to pursue new ways to deal with the idea of memento mori. Food is likely to remain a
focal point in my artwork as it has been a love of mine from the very beginning, but I will allow
myself to venture off and return as needed. I will continue my ambition to make a meaningful
contribution to contemporary art through the media of painting.
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